Bazaar - Bug #2954
Do not host empty repos
02/12/2014 11:58 pm - pd0x
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Description
You can currently enable the webserver when there are no APKS and no index in the repo yet. This happens when the app is first
installed and no applications have yet been included into the repo.

Either the workflow UX should change to not display the webserver control button until appropriate or the button should display
indication that the user needs to create a repo before turning the webserver on.
Related issues:
Related to Bazaar - Feature # 3232: kerplapp repos should always include FDroid

Closed

04/08/2014

Associated revisions
Revision 882e0100 - 05/06/2014 11:51 pm - Hans-Christoph Steiner
create initial repo with only FDroid in it
This automatically creates a repo with only FDroid in it the first time the
user goes to the Local Repo view. Having an empty repo is useless if the
user is trying to swap with someone. Having FDroid in there is not a
privacy leak since FDroid is needed for the swap process, and it will then
enable people to automatically get updates from each other, and do the
bootstrap process from the web browser.
fixes #2954 https://dev.guardianproject.info/issues/2954

History
#1 - 02/12/2014 11:58 pm - pd0x
- Target version changed from 0.1 - "Kerplapp" to 0.2 - ChatSecure/Bluetooth
#2 - 02/13/2014 08:45 pm - hans
- Target version changed from 0.2 - ChatSecure/Bluetooth to Integrate Kerplapp into FDroid
#3 - 04/25/2014 01:46 pm - hans
- Target version changed from Integrate Kerplapp into FDroid to swap repos with Bluetooth and Bonjour
#4 - 05/08/2014 02:03 am - Anonymous
- Status changed from New to Resolved

Applied in changeset fdroidclient|commit:882e0100525b67d03827bd9494b7af664247ca51.
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#5 - 05/16/2014 03:10 pm - hans
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
- Assignee set to hans
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